How To Start
This is a starting user guide that will help you step on your independent and (more)
profitable path of a successful, responsible and location free lifestyle investor and / or
trader.
Guidelines to become profitable:
1. Begin by setting up diff signal a
 nd follow what PalmaBot is signaling you about.
Try to imagine what would you do if you would be already trading.
2. EVERY DAY:
○ Morning
i.
check your favorite coin on your favorite exchange (/coinPrice)
ii.
Check arbitrage opportunities (/arbi)
iii.
Check news for your coin (/news) and try to find correlations with
price movements
○ During the day
i.
Try to follow what PalmaBot is signaling you about, even though you
are doing your usual stuff through life
ii.
Try to remember what was your last decision / thought regarding the
price
○ Evening
i.
check your favorite coin on your favorite exchange (/coinPrice)
ii.
Check arbitrage opportunities (/arbi)
iii.
Check news for your coin (/news) and try to find correlations with
price movements
3. Start trading
○ First on /demo mode with fictional money: palmabot.com/demo
○ When profitable in demo, start with small amount real money, e.g. 100.00 €


○ After you are confident with small amount, increase volume gradually.
4. Speed and control are crucial in financial world:
○ Have mobile access to your assets at all means!
○ Be in touch with the market.
5. Guarantee is an illusion!
6. Trust is good, but control is better!
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How to use this document?
-> For words marked with * you will find an explanation at the bottom (page 8).
-> Further on please find different sections and choose which one is best for you:
1. Beginner - no preknowledge needed (page 4-7)
○ Get familiar with Telegram chatbot functionality,
○ What is happening on the crypto market (coinPrice, diff signal),
○ what others think about the happenings (news selector) and
○ test your skills with our risk free training mode (PalmaDEMO).
○ Free.
2. Investor (page 7-9)
○ You are aware that different assets somehow affect each other - get yourself
instant mobile access to your digital assets with additional signals (upgrade
to INVESTOR package, 3 signals),
○ Escape dips by getting the access and unlimited trade volume on your
favorite exchange (create and setup *API keys),
○ Learn how important it is to have the ability for a fast instant reaction with
chatbot signal based workflow o
 n the go,
○ Use PalmaDEMO to test advanced trading techniques (asynchronous trading,
arbitrage, etc.) if you want to take advantage of more opportunities when
you have time.
○ Monthly subscription according to our pricing plan ( catch our limited offer 40 % till 31.12.2019 midnight): https://palmabot.com/pricing

3. Trader (page 10)
○ Experience how much faster you can be with chatbot signal based
workflow
○ You like to move around and you know how to analyze the market with TA*,
○ Open up to a broader Multi Exchange vision with unlimited trade volume on
all exchanges and include arbitrage into your strategies (upgrade to TRADER
package),
○ Start using stop loss and take profit multi order placement (upgrade to PRO
Classic package),
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○
○

know your predictions might be wrong, so the ability to edit orders on the go
are crucial for your life-style,
Monthly subscription according to our pricing plan ( catch our limited offer 40 % till 31.12.2019 midnight): https://palmabot.com/pricing

4. PRO (page 10)
○ You already have your tools to trade with, but are fully aware how important
it is to have the ability to live your life while being active as a trader - go
mobile with PRO features (upgrade to PRO FULL package),
○ Get 1-click complex strategies and hybrid signals access (Q4 2019)
○ Join our Coconut club
i.
Get access to PalmaPirate (P2P patented system) trading tools
ii.
Enjoy lectures, knowledge sharing and know how from the community
and give back with your experiences #POK *
iii.
Membership for Coconut Club, a
 pply here:
coconut.club@palmabot.com
○ Monthly subscription according to our pricing plan ( catch our limited offer 40 % till 31.12.2019 midnight): https://palmabot.com/pricing
5. Wording explanation (page 11)

1. Beginner
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As already mentioned - for the start you do not need any preknowledge neither trading,
investment or security wise:
1. A
 dd me on Telegram app:
-> By scanning this QR code

-> Or by clicking this link
https://t.me/palma11bot?start=howtostart

2. Get familiar with Telegram chatbot functionalities
-> Use buttons to command the bot what you need (see “User Manual” that explains
the buttons, fin it here: https://palmabot.com/support)
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-> If you don’t see the buttons below the conversation window

4. Get to know what is going on with most commonly used tools
-> /coinPrice
● Check real time price chart for any of more then 2000 coins anytime,
anywhere - stay in touch with the market!
● write to me /coinPrice or click the button below the conversation
window
● Choose the coin, market and exchange that you are interested in
● and get real time price chart for the last 24 hours
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-> /arbi
●
●
●

Write to me /arbi
And get top 5 *arbitrage opportunities for each implemented market.
Filter opportunities by exchange, market or coin you are interested in.
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-> /news
●
●
●

Write to me in Telegram: /news
Choose the keyword you are interested in
Get last 3 news that ranked among top 10 search results in google.

3. S
 etup signal to start watching the price moves and gain the feeling
-> /diff
●
●
●

Write to me in Telegram: /diff
Choose your coin, market, exchange and difference where you want
me to notify you
Example: ETH@USD Bitstamp 1% - I will notify you whenever the price
of Ethereum on US Dollar will change for 1% or more, regardless of
the timeframe
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2. Investor
This section is for those of you who would like to have instant and mobile control over your
digital assets. 3 signals and unlimited trade volume on 1 exchange is enough for you to be
able to walk FOMO free. INVESTOR package is tailored exactly for what you need, go here:
palmabot.com/pricing.
Follow these steps to become a successful investor with an instant access to your assets.

1. R
 egister at one of the crypto exchanges
First thing you need to get started with is opening your own crypto exchange account. The
thing in crypto is that you do not need a middleman anymore (no more banks, no more
brokerage houses).
What is important when choosing your favourite crypto exchange, you need to ask yourself
2 important questions:
-> How and where will I buy cryptocurrency with *FIAT?
-> How and where will I payout (my profit)?
To get these answers straight, you have a couple of options (decide according to fees they
charge). But the most preferred ones are these:
-> Open such an exchange account that enables you to deposit
and withdraw *FIAT. This way you can transfer your money from
your bank account directly to your crypto exchange and back.
Crypto exchanges that enable you that are:
● Bitstamp (EU)
● Bitfinex (USA)
● Binance DEX (Asia)
● BTCmarkets (Aus)
-> Find a local service that enables you to buy/sell crypto
- one that we prefer here in Slovenia is L
 oCoins.io - and
then deposit / withdraw crypto to / from your crypto exchange.
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For help with tutorial videos for opening an exchange account, please visit our P
 almaBot
Youtube channel: h
 ttps://bit.ly/31E4lxU

2. C
 reate and setup *API keys
If you would like to use my super powers, e.g. executor, where you can react instantly to
the signals I will be sending to you, you need to connect your mobile phone with your
crypto exchange account:
-> Create API keys within your exchange account settings, usually
You will find that feature under security or profile section.
For further assistance, please visit PalmaBot Youtube Channel,
Search for “API keys creation”:
https://bit.ly/31E4lxU

-> Then s etup *API keys within my settings:
● Click “Commands” button below conversation window,
● Then click /help,
● Click “Settings”

See this video for help: h
 ttps://youtu.be/0NHNtdT5s10
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3. Trader
You now know my basic features and benefits, now it is time to get you towards your first
profits with some real volumes. TRADER package is good enough for your needs, plus you
will be able to arbitrage on all exchanges with unlimited volume.
Within PalmaBot society we are growing a strong philosophy on responsible asset
management and trading. We share knowledge within our community where you can find
like-minded people that went through the same onboarding process as you just did.
Please, be not afraid to join us there and start getting some unique experience feedback
as you can not get elsewhere - ‘cause Palma way is something that gives crucial
advantage in trading and is providing the usability others can not. But I believe you
already can sense that now.
Congratulations, I am inviting you to our community, p
 lease join by clicking this link:

https://t.me/PalmaBotCommunity

4. PRO
For all of you that want even more, if you have the courage to l iberate yourself in sense
of money and location and start living like a real trader - we have a lot to give. We care for
this a lot and we have built a special community of people that know how crucial it is in
life to be self sustainable.

Coconut Club
A club of forward thinking traders and hackers that joined their forces for 1 cause - to get
the c
 rucial advantage in trading with know how, advanced trading features, and
healthy and location free lifestyle.
If interested, please apply to our acceptance program, send your motivational letter to this
email address:

coconut.club@palmabot.com
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* Wording explanation:
●
●
●

●
●

●

API: application interface is a computer program that enables access to the
application.
API keys: public cryptography based application access where you use public API
key to crypt the communication with and decrypt it locally with the secret API key.
Arbitrage: a business opportunity where you can buy some goods (in our case
cryptocurrency) at one place (exchange 1) and then sell at the other place (exchange
2) for a higher price.
FIAT: standard world’s country currencies, like: USD, EUR, …
#POK: Proof of Knowledge is a protocol for sharing with the awareness of legit
knowledge without bullshiting: Guarantee is an illusion, get ahead with speed,
accuracy, know how and reliability.
TA: Technical analysis is a statistical overview of happenings on the market with a
goal to statistically predict where the market will move in the future.
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